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Abstract. Cortical organization of vision appears to be divided into
two pathways: the ventral pathway and the dorsal pathway. Models of
vision have generally adopted this separation into a functional division
such that recognition is supposed to be located in the ventral pathway
and spatial attributes are processed in the dorsal pathway. I suggest
a less distinct separation. According to my model the ventral pathway
contributes to the selection of the location of an object by feedback connections. Those projections localize the object of interest by transferring
information about its features in IT to cells with smaller receptive fields
in V4 and earlier. I demonstrate the performance of the model in a visual
search task which demands an eye movement towards a target.
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Introduction

Visual perception is proposed to rely on a pathway for object vision, the ”what”
pathway and one for spatial vision, the ”where” pathway [1]. A refinement of
this concept emphasized the relevance of the ”where” pathway for action control
[2]. Almost all computational models of visual perception and attention follow
this separation between ”where” and ”what”. The general idea is, that the dorsal pathway first selects the location of an object and then the ventral pathway
recognizes it by analyzing only a spatially defined part of the scene [3]. This
decoupling of recognition and selection has the advantage of a facilitated recognition as compared to a fully parallel approach, since it is not practicable to
apply several object models at the same time at several locations [4]. However,
such a model of perception has its limitation if we search for a specific object.
How could the ”where” pathway know what is relevant?
The relevance of an object seems to be reflected by the activity of IT cells [5] [6].
Although the initial activation of IT neurons is largely stimulus driven and cells
encoding target and non-target become activated, different populations compete
for representation and typically the cells encoding the non-target are suppressed.
Such competition is assumed to be biased by top-down feedback from working
memory [5] [6]. A computational approach by Usher and Niebur [7] shows that

a parallel competition based on lateral interactions is sufficient to qualitatively
replicate some of those findings, but they argue that the parallel stage is useless
in case of a search for a conjunction and the decision has to be based on a serial
scan of all objects.
It was suggested that the frontal eye field (FEF) could implement a saliency
map by the convergence of information from different brain areas [8]. This raises
the question how the FEF knows what is task relevant and where the object of
interest is located. The FEF has connections to occipital, temporal and parietal
areas, the thalamus, superior colliculus and prefrontal cortex [9]. The projections
from V2 and V3 are weak, from V4 intermediate and heavy from TEO. Anterior
IT cortex does not project directly to FEF. Information about the target features
could be received from prefrontal areas and compared with features of intermediate complexity from V4 and TEO. This would require that the FEF or related
areas perform a match detection in topological and topographic space. Alternatively, Desimone and Duncan [10] speculate ”at some point in time, mechanisms
for spatial selection may also be engaged to facilitate localization of the target
for the eye movements”. Some authors proposed feature specific top-down influences [11] [12] that could guide attention before the eye movement is planned.
However, their implementation and exact function remained mysterious. Others
suggested a top-down directed beam within the ventral pathway [13]. Only recently the influence of top-down feedback is beginning to be investigated more
closely [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19]. In this paper I suggest that the visual areas
process incoming stimuli first in a parallel bottom-up manner without a significant bottleneck and then acquire a more detailed knowledge about an object of
interest by feedback. I show that such feedback within the ventral pathway can
account for goal directed covert and overt search. Even for conjunction search a
serial scan is not imperative.
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Model

I model aspects of the areas V4, IT, FEF and PF and refer to the model by the
prefix M (Fig. 1). M-IT, M-V4 and M-PF are subdivided into different dimensions (e.g., color and shape). My model consists of ascending populations, called
(s) stimulus cells that can be primed by feedback connections and descending
populations (t) target cells that project the dominant patterns back into the
source areas.
The model prefrontal cortex serves for two major functions, memorizing a pattern in M-PFwm (working memory) cells and indicating a match of the incoming
pattern with the memorized pattern in M-PF match cells. Thus, M-IT cells can
only drive M-PFm cells when their pattern matches the prior knowledge from
M-PFwm cells.
The neurons in the FEF can be categorized based on their responses to visual
stimuli or to saccade execution into visual, visuomovement, fixation and movement cells [20]. I consider (v) visuomovement, (f) fixation and (m) movement
cells in my model (Fig. 1). The M-FEFv neurons receive convergent afferents

from features in M-V4 at the same retinotopic location and add-up across all
dimensions. M-FEFf cells generally inhibit M-FEFm cells. A threshold detection
of the M-PF match cells is applied to determine if the target is in the search
array. In this case the input into the M-FEFf cell is removed and thus the mapping from sensory to motor is facilitated. M-FEFv cells activate M-FEFm cells
by surround inhibition. Since there is evidence that saccades are elicited when
movement related activity in the FEF reaches a particular level [21], I assume a
fixed threshold in M-FEFm cells to initiate a saccade. A spatially organized gain
control input of M-V4 and M-IT stimulus cells originates from from M-FEFm
cells.
M-PFwm cells modulate visual processing via feedback into M-ITs according to
the current goal of the task. The resulting local increase of firing in M-ITs cells is
directed further downwards by feedback form M-ITt cells to M-V4s cells. Thus,
increased local activity in M-V4 enhances the visually responsive neurons in the
frontal eye field, such that these cells reflect the task-relevance of a location.
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Fig. 1. (A) Sketch of the simulated areas. Each box represents a population of cells. The
activation of those populations is a temporal dynamical process. Bottom-up (driving)
connections are indicated by a bright arrow and top-down (modulating) connections
are shown as a dark arrow. (B) Outline of the minimal set of interacting brain areas.
Our model areas are restricted to elementary but typical processes and do not replicate
all aspects of these areas.
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Results

In order to demonstrate the possible role of feedback in the ventral pathway I
simulated a memory guided search task [6] (Fig. 2A). If the same cued object
reappears in the search array, the condition is called ’Target Present’. In the
’Target Absent’ condition the cue stimulus is different from the stimuli in the
choice array. Now a saccade has to be withheld.
The target was presented to the model and its features have been memorized in
M-PFwm cells. Prior to the onset of the search array the active M-PFwm cells

increase the baseline activity of the M-IT cells selective for the target (Fig. 2B).
When the search array appears, inputs are processed bottom-up without any
strong bottleneck. Each cell initially encodes the presence of its preferred stimulus, but the target cell shows an early advantage due to top-down modulation
from M-PFwm cells. Between 150 and 300 ms the cells encoding the non-target
get suppressed although the input is still present, whereas the cells encoding the
target remain active. A crucial condition is the target absent condition. Both
non-targets decrease their activity, but less than in the distractor suppression
case. A simple winner-take-all competition would not replicate the experimental
data because due to noise in the system, a non-target would be selected in the
target absent condition. My simulation results even match the temporal course
of activity of IT cells in the different conditions of the experiment from Chelazzi
et al. [6]. This constraint allows me to give reliable predictions of the processing
in other areas.
The model predicts that the early advantage of IT cells encoding the target is
sent to V4 cells, which have smaller RFs and creates an early target effect in
V4 (see also [15]). Recent cell recordings confirmed this prediction: During the
early phase until 150 ms after array onset, V4 cells show a slight target effect,
which is stronger when two stimuli are located within a V4 receptive field [6].
Since FEFv neurons receive their main input from M-V4 an enhancement within
the topographic/topological(feature) space is transferred into topographic space,
such that a target selection is possible. This result explains how the visual cells of
the FEF might discriminate over time the target from the distractor in conjunction visual search. The advantage in different dimensions adds up. The location
of the target receives enhanced input from both dimensions. Locations encoding
distractors sharing a single feature with the target receive enhanced input just
from one dimension. The temporal course of activity of the FEFv and FEFm
cells is similar to what has been found in experiments [8] [24]. FEFm cells quickly
discriminate the target from the non-target.
The fronal eye field and areas within the dorsal pathway form a fronto-parietal
network. These areas can use such a discrimination for overt and covert search.
In overt search an eye movement is executed when the activity of the FEF
movement cell reaches a threshold. Covert search is possible if activity, e.g. from
the movement cells, reenters extrastriate visual cortex and enhances the input
gain in V4 and IT in a spatially organized manner.
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Discussion

This study demonstrates how findings in single cell recordings can be used to
constrain models of perception. Each modeled area exhibits a temporal course of
activity that has been observed by similar physiological experiments performed
by various investigators. What are the major findings and predictions of this
study for modeling object recognition and attention? First of all, the ventral
pathway encodes an object of interest as well as its location. The model predicts
that one role of feedback is to enhance the gain of cells encoding features of the
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Fig. 2. (A) Simulation of the experiment of Chelazzi et al. [6]. The objects are represented by a noisy population input, here illustrated by a snapshot. RF’s without an
object just have noise as input. Each object is encoded within a separate RF, illustrated by the dashed circle, of M-V4 cells in two simulated dimensions (only one is
shown). All M-V4 cells are within the RF of the M-IT cell population. The model has
to indicate a successful search, by selecting the previously shown object as the target
of an eye movement. (B) Activity within the model areas aligned to the onset of the
search array in the different conditions.

object of interest. Such a mechanism would allow for a foreground-background
discrimination throughout the ventral pathway down to V1.
Second, object recognition and attention recruit the same neural architecture.
Recognition is related to the firing of detector cells and attention is typically
implemented by control units. My model does not contain any control units.
Competition and cooperation within the recognition network implements a dynamic filter that allows the brain to connect planning processes with the physical
world. As a result, suppressive and facilitatory effects occur, commonly referred
to as ”attention”.
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